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Abstract: Historical photos have significance for historical and social studies. Especially, the intro-
duction of Geographic Information System (GIS) and digitalized historical photos have brought more
opportunities and possibilities for interdisciplinary studies and the convenience for normal citizens
to participate in the landscape observation. To this aim, this paper first reviews the research related
to historical photos and Open GIS, and points out the meaning of historical photos for the Yunnan–
Vietnam Railway (YVR). Based on the collected data of original historical photos from archives
and the fieldwork data that recorded the landscape along the railway from 2018 to 2019, a WebGIS
of Yunnan–Vietnam Railway is designed and implemented with open GIS tools. All the data are
processed in the QGIS as vector and raster layers and loaded in PostgreSQL as relational tables. Then,
heatmaps are created indicating the density of historical activities of the railway company, the other
historical photographers, and current touristic activities. Connected with the PostgreSQL database,
the data are uploaded to GeoServer for more GIS functionalities. Finally, the whole system lives in
a webpage, implemented in HTML and JavaScript with Leaflet, and the improved functionalities
of the Yunnan–Vietnam Railway WebGIS include distance measuring, search engine, and historical
information browsing. In the future, further research can be done focusing on the landscape changes
along the railway and public participation during the landscape observation.

Keywords: historical photos; WebGIS; open GIS; Yunnan–Vietnam railway

1. Introduction

On a worldwide scale, natural areas and landscapes are subject to severe shifts owing
to human activities, including the agricultural/urban policies and the development of
industry, population, and housing. Such changes may lead to serious consequences, such as
the decline of biodiversity, deterioration of landscape and environmental quality, and a
loss in the sustainable economy. A study of historical activities means a lot for future
sustainability. For example, research on past natural resource consumption aids in the
prediction of future resource consumption and its environmental impacts [1], as a better
understanding of historic landscape serves for future urban and rural planning, heritage
protection, and regional sustainable development. Particularly, historical documents play
a significant role in this process [2].

Historical documents, such as historical paintings, maps, photographs, and manuscripts,
usually involve intellectual contents and knowledge for scientists and normal people,
whose loss can result in an impoverishment of the common assets of human beings [3].
Among those, images are one of the media used to express and record history since the
birth of photography in the 19th century. Photographic technology has made numerous
contributions to helping in the systematic documentation of ethnographic phenomenon [4];
describing the picturesque landscapes in accordance with esthetic practices; highlighting
the characteristics of some specific territories and attracting visitors to these new places [5];
and studying environmental changes and landscape perception [6]. When the modern
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visual media started to be presented in front of the public, images, as not only a supplement
to traditional manuscripts but also a unique approach, have been increasingly valued in
historical and social studies.

Old photos are one of the main forms of historical image with some characteristics
compared with other manuscripts: they are more intuitive, emotional, and visually attrac-
tive as artistic works and records of reality. Traditionally, historical photos are interpreted
as auxiliary evidence for specific historical events and explain the relationship between
different historical figures. Photographic works seem to reproduce the reality objectively,
can also be deceptive or misunderstood if lacking corresponding academic backgrounds,
affected strongly by personal orientations. For example, during the upsurge of explor-
ing the “Far East” in the 19th century, some Westerners employed locals to capture the
constructed scenes to fabricate the Chinese customs, aiming to meet the stereotypes from
Western countries [7]. Still, historical photos have an irreplaceable status, which makes
up for the shortcomings of traditional literature, enrich teaching processes, disseminate
knowledge in a more popular way, and broaden the perspectives of traditional historical
research [8]. In some projects, historical photos own a central position, for instance, themed
exhibitions and online photo galleries.

Next, the relationship between photography and landscape is close. The first photo-
graph was taken within a topic of urban views by a French inventor, Nicéphore Niépce,
known as the father of photography. As a medium for creating images, the early landscape
photography in the form of postcards or illustrations resulted in a modern understanding
of time and space, which became popular since the early 20th century. The pioneers of
landscape photography took a variety of sources as their objects, such as valleys, rivers,
mountains, as well as rural landscapes, which promoted an increasing environment aware-
ness and the prominent role of photography in pointing to the character of places [9]. Thus,
photography is proved to be an efficient and crucial way of landscape observation in the
21st century, to study the changes over time in natural and cultural landscapes. In this
process, it is regarded not only as an interpretative tool but also as a part of heritages
with values in itself. A series of scientific results are related to this topic, such as using
photography to study urban landscape [10] and national parks [11]. From the viewpoint
of historical photographers, their activities indicated the human footprints left in history,
which is meaningful for ecological studies, especially during the preservation of ecological
functions and maintenance of biodiversity. For example, the settlements of human beings
caused the land-use changes; the human-made fires directly lead to changes in vegetation
structure and landscape. The historical landscape and human activities can be analyzed
quantitatively to reveal the human pressure on the environment and landscape. Neverthe-
less, using historical photos in these studies is confronting more difficulties, such as the
copyright problem, the geotagging process, and information interpretation [12].

Simultaneously, in this information age, technology and history interact more with
each other, and history is being recorded and spread in diversified ways [13]. The digi-
talization of historical documents has already been an important trend, providing more
convenience for normal users to get access to those valuable materials and memories.
Thus, the historical, economic, and cultural value of old photos induced the use of digital
techniques to conserve them as cultural objects and touristic resources, from which also
emerged more approaches to present and analyze those photos. Abundant academic
results are also produced. Thus, historical photos are used to study the social activities of
historical persons with visualization tools, such as their footprints and relationships [14];
present visually for building the augmented reality (AR) for touristic and heritage sites [15];
compare with current photos as the “repeat photography method (rephotography)” for
reading, perceiving and studying the past landscape and environment [16,17]; expand the
uses of aerial photography in archaeology [18]; study the old photographic techniques [19];
build digital library for knowledge sharing [20,21]; promote public participation during
the historic landscape observation [22].
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Among different research methods, GIS is a powerful toolset and methodology for
supporting design, planning, and decision-making processes in various fields, such as
urban and rural planning, environmental monitoring, and heritage protection. It can also
provide supports for the digitalization of history and analysis tools for understanding better
the history. Using GIS in historical research has some advantages, such as creating spatial
database to integrate incompatible historical data; visualizing historical data by animations
or virtual landscapes; doing spatial analysis related to historical relationships [23]. Thus,
it has been widely associated with the studies relevant to historic village, urban and
environmental changes, historical hydrology, urban economy and history, explanation of
ancient maps, and so on. [24]. Further, the “spatial turn” in history introduced the birth of
Historical-GIS (HGIS) [25].

Different from other commercial GIS, Open GIS intends to open and free GIS ap-
plications. These platforms can offer more opportunities and convenience for scholarly
and non-scholarly users, for example, a powerful engine for dealing with spatial big
data; confronting the challenges of the rapidly changing environment; facilitating an
open geographic education for universities and other GIS communities [26]. The archi-
tecture of using Open GIS to fulfill a WebGIS is discussed in former research [27,28].
For each layer in WebGIS, there are all open tools to support it. In the storage layer,
geospatial data, including the metadata, can be connected and stored in the PostgreSQL
(https://www.postgresql.org) as geodatabase. Relational tables can be created to store
metadata, vector, raster, and the configuration information of the architecture. In the func-
tion layer, QGIS (https://qgis.org/en/site/) provides useful spatial tools for doing various
kinds of geo-analysis. In the service layer, the GeoServer (http://geoserver.org) played
an important role between the browser of client and web server, which provides services
of metadata and spatial data based on the function modules, as well as the Application
Programming Interface (API) for the integrated web application. Then, the portal site
is developed in the application layer to provide a web interface to the public by Leaflet
(https://leafletjs.com), as a JavaScript for developing webpages with open codes [29].

Though using GIS for analyzing the shared photos over social media is not a new
direction [30,31], digitalized historical photos are not given enough concern. Some scholars
discussed the design, usability, and functionality of interactive maps for photographs [32,33],
namely the introduction of WebGIS for historical photography. Web technology has brought
new possibilities for WebGIS applications. Combining the Internet with spatial data,
WebGIS is a pattern that realized the storage, analysis, and mapping of data on the Internet.
Also, it is an integrated globalized client/server network system for spatial interoperability
and decision-making. Compared with traditional GIS, designed spatial functions can be
fulfilled online, which owns the advantages in interactive mapping on cross-platforms,
rapid data release, timely updating, and global access. As for the visualization of historical
collections, WebGIS improves the usability and effectiveness by presenting history in map
applications so that visitors can easily look through the information behind the historical
photos, gain cultural knowledge and engage more in local issues. The data shareability is
also improved among disciplinary projects [34].

There are already some mature online products. For example, the “Old Photo Sys-
tem (http://140.112.30.226:8021/data_map/)” has collected thousands of historical ma-
terials from the 20th century in China. Geotagged the historical photos on web maps,
it provides different information searching functions by keywords, regions, and time-
line. Through this system, all the data are open, including the title of photo, information
of photographers, and description of the places in the photos. Thus, historical knowl-
edge is easily accessed by normal readers. Then, the “Recollecting Landscapes project
(http://www.recollectinglandscapes.be/)” successfully applied the rephotography with
WebGIS to study the evolution of landscape using the historical photos taken by fa-
mous Belgian photographers. The date of the photoshoot, coordinates, and landscape
descriptions are attached online with historical photos. Moreover, the “Silk Road Platform
(http://www.srhgis.com)” is another comprehensive WebGIS project, which organized
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the historical data related to cultural exchange, transportation, land use, settlements, relics,
religions, and historical environment related to the Silk Road. A history galley is included,
containing the spatial information of thousands of old photos and maps. However, in these
systems, only the photo locations are attached to the interactive map. Further analysis
of the relationship among the photographers and their historical backgrounds have not
been discussed.

Based on the discussion above, this paper focuses on a historical railway, the YVR,
and the main research objects are the historical photos left from the historical event of
building the mountainous railway in Yunnan province (China) from the French colonial age
in the early 20th century. YVR is a modern product of industrial technologies, which was
constructed by a French railway company—“Compagnie française des chemins de fer
de l′Indochine et du Yunnan” (Yunnan–Vietnam Railway Company, abbreviated as CIY)
in 1910. It has a length of 855 km, extending from Kunming (capital of Yunnan in South-
west China), via Laocai, terminating in a port in North Vietnam—Haiphong (Figure 1).
This paper focuses on only the Chinese section from Kunming to Laocai. The impor-
tance of this railway is recognized by international scholars, which is of great outstanding
value from the perspectives of culture, art, technology, architecture, landscape, ecology,
and tourism [35–37]. As a famous narrow-gauge railway in Asia, its construction process
left thousands of images from railway contractors or other individuals. Some photographic
themed exhibitions have been held successfully in China. However, those historical images
conserved in archives have seldom been studied in previous research on YVR, neither
in Chinese nor French. Moreover, the value of the historical photographs of YVR can
be understood from four perspectives as follows, which also indicates the meanings of
this project.
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Figure 1. Yunnan-Vietnam Railway. The whole line is indicated on the map with its terminals
(Kunming, Laocai, and Haiphong) and other important railway stations. However, due to the lack
of photos in the Vietnamese section, this paper focuses only on the Chinese section, namely from
Kunming to Laocai, a length of 469 km, which accounts for 54.8% of the whole line. Furthermore,
its global location is also shown on the map, in the Southwest of China and North of Vietnam.

(1) Photographers were playing as participants in historical events. The works of the
photographers related to YVR reflected their personal interests, everyday life, and orienta-
tion for colonial activities. What is in common is their rich topics of photographs, covering
many aspects of life, such as the folk customs, everyday landscape, and the daily working
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scenes of railway workers. These photos opened a window for anthropological and other
social studies, showing a reflection of Chinese society in the eyes of western colonists
(the workers of the railway company were mainly from France and Italy during 1901–1910,
but the remained photographs are all from the French workers) [38].

(2) Historical images are valuable documents in an auxiliary position for completing
the written history. They contain the basic information of the authors and the time and place
of shooting. Reading the historical images requires a comprehensive study of the historical
context and using different methods to dig deeper information behind it, such as the
narrative function, emotions represented, and other variables inside the context. Therefore,
the YVR images, as complement materials, are one of the important ways to reconstruct the
French colonial history, providing evidence for the study of modern railway technology
and environmental changes of the corresponding regions [39].

(3) The YVR photos own the characteristics of the colonial era. During the colonial ex-
pansion, photography became a popular method for recording everything for the colonists,
to explore the exotic wonders, landscape, culture, and customs. The construction of large-
scale railway projects was a method of economic and military expansion in the colony,
regarded as visual attractiveness by scholars. Historical pictures were used as mass media
tools to shape the image of civilization in the colony, reflected the ambitions of the colonists
and their imagination of spreading freedom and equality. These pictures also appeared
in the official publications of colonial authorities, to prove the success of the blueprint of
colonial constructions [40,41].

(4) Historical photos are also an internal part of movable cultural heritage. They play
an indispensable role in the heritage restoration for individual buildings, infrastructure
as well as historic landscapes [42]. The defects of historical photos, such as low pixel,
distortion, or damages caused by improper storage, are overcome by modern digital
technology. In some projects, the digitized historical images of historic buildings are
analyzed to show the details of building decorations [43]. Moreover, the photogrammetry
method based on historical photos is applied in many cases, for example, the restoration of
modern buildings in Berlin after the wars [44].

Therefore, the research question is proposed, namely, how can the WebGIS
(open tools) serve for the visualization of historical activities related to the Yunnan–Vietnam
Railway. For this question, the aims of this project are threefold: (1) systemize the sources
of historical photos of YVR; (2) combine spatial analysis with statistical tools, analyze the
historical activity of historical photographers; (3) use open GIS tools to design a WebGIS
platform for publishing and visualizing these historical photos and the analyzed results.
The proposed framework is based on PostgreSQL as geodatabase, GeoServer as the map
server, and Leaflet as the client-side mapping library. The user interface of WebGIS is
designed to adapt to various browsers, with features of a desktop GIS, to show specific
information on the historical photos. Users can visualize photos taken by the authors
during the two-year fieldwork to check the comparison between historical photos and the
current landscape. The counties with more historical activities or modern tourism activities
are also indicated on the webpage.

2. Materials and Methods

Railway was a principal method for traveling in the 20th century, and its industrial
elements, including rail, steam locomotives, and bridges, emerged widely within landscape
paintings [45]. After the golden age of railway, there remain many railway images in
the forms of paintings, photographs, and postcards, conserved digitally or physically in
libraries, museums, or archives [46]. In this study, the historical photos of YVR are regarded
as the research object in this paper, and the counties containing the YVR in Yunnan are
defined as the study area (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Yunnan-Vietnam Railway in China and the study area. It contains 13 counties in the Yunnan province. From south
to north, they are Hekou, Maguan, Pingbian, Mengzi, Gejiu, Jainshui, Kaiyuan, Mile, Huaning, Chengjiang, Yiliang,
Chenggong, and Kunming (not the whole Kunming city but only one district in Kunming.

According to fieldwork, currently, the original YVR images are protected in var-
ious archives, and three confirmed French photographers are important recorders of
the history of Yunnan, namely Auguste Marbotte, Albert Marie, and Auguste François.
Moreover, the photographic album of CIY stored in the Archive of Mulhouse also contains
thousands of photos recorded the construction process from 1903–1906. The Archives Na-
tionales d′Orere-mer has published online 22 photos taken by Têtard René and Busy Léon.
After visiting the archives mentioned above and systemizing the related publications,
there are in all 756 photos by CIY, 22 by René & Léon, 103 by François, 41 by Marbotte,
and 26 by Marie collected for building the WebGIS and doing further geo-analysis. Table 1
listed all the related photographers and their information. Moreover, the touristic footprints
on Flickr are collected to indicate the current popular sites among tourists (4206 points
of geotagged locations taken from 2003–2014). The authors have also visited along the
railway to record the landscape of YVR during 2018–2019. Therefore, 540 of the fieldwork
photos are selected to show together with historical photos on the WebGIS. Because of the
copyright problem, not all the original photos can be published online.

Based on the concepts of Historical GIS and WebGIS [47,48], this paper′s methodology
is mainly inspired by the WebGIS platforms mentioned above. The traditional GIS is
a tool, a technology, and an influential branch of geography, whose framework is com-
posed of acquiring spatial data (land use/cover, soil, topography, hydrology, and so on)
combined with remote sensing techniques or data collection through fieldwork with Global
Positioning System (GPS), data analyzing in GIS environment (ArcGIS and QGIS) with the
spatial tools already designed in the software, and outputting the data in the form of a
digital or paper map with graphs, charts, and visualizations that help to interpret data
spatially, temporally, and statistically. Meanwhile, the historical GIS usually involves four
steps, including building historical GIS databases, processing data in HGIS, visualizing his-
torical data, and exporting historical geographic information on the internet or as a digital
library. In comparison, a general WebGIS framework is mainly composed of three parts:
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web browser as clients for sending their requests; a map server for handling geospatial
data, providing data compatible services and spatial functionalities online such as editing,
analyzing, routing, and tracking; a web server for responding to the user’s requests [49].
A common character of the WebGIS application is that it can create flexible and practical
online tools based on a documented database of historical and modern data, to systemize,
query, and present them at different levels of aggregation.

Table 1. Information of photographers of YVR. It illustrates the position, year of working of Auguste
Marbotte, Albert Marie, Têtard René, Busy Léon, and Auguste François, as well as the quantity and
source of their photographic works. Among these, there is no further information and records on
Têtard René and Busy Léon online. Thus, they are usually not considered as the major photographers
of YVR. The data of the Flickr photos came from the “Beijing City Lab (https://www.beijingcitylab.
com)” collected from the website: http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=i&
did=67. The copyright of historical photos belongs to these archives mentioned, and the copyright of
the 540 modern landscape photos belongs to the author (Kun Sang). For the WebGIS system, only the
CIY photos are attached online. Other photos are also regarded as the materials for analyzing the
historical activities.

Photographer Year of Activities Source

A. Marbotte 1903–1908 Musée Guimet, France

A. Marie 1904–1906 Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, Singapore

A. François 1899–1904 Musée Guimet, France

Têtard René; Busy Léon 1919–1926 Archives Nationales
d′Orere-mer, France

CIY 1903–1906 Archive of Mulhouse, France
Tourists 2003–2014 Flickr
Authors 2018–2019 fieldwork

Thus, this paper mainly uses the Open GIS tools (PostgreSQL, QGIS, GeoServer,
and Leaflet) for the analysis and visualization of the historical photos on Web mapping,
and the heatmaps of historical persons and current touristic activities are also highlighted
on the web map. The specific process in the paper is explained in Figure 3.
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2.1. Organizing the PostgreSQL Database

Building a database is the first step to organize and systemize all the collected photo-
graphic data (the geotagging process of historical photos is not discussed in this paper).
The database is designed and implemented using PostgreSQL, an open relational database
management system (RDMS). Combined with PostGIS extension, the database can fulfill
more spatial functions, which turns the PostgreSQL into a geodatabase with geometries and
reference systems. The querying, creating, and editing of database schemas are supported
by the structured query language (SQL). In PostgreSQL, geometry is its fundamental spatial
data type, which was transformed and imported from Shapefile format in the Database
Manager provided by QGIS (Figure 4). Then, PGadmin is the user interface of PostgreSQL
for the management of databases, as well as the implementation of SQL. Moreover, in the
relational database, a relationship is formed by correlating rows of tables through primary
key and foreign key to effectively manage all the data [50]. The geodatabase for YVR
photos is structured in relational tables, and all tables and their relationships are designed
and shown in Figure 5.
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2.2. Analyzing Data

To show the density of historical activities along the railway in Yunnan, the Heatmap
tool in QGIS is introduced, which creates rasters of the density of input point data using
kernel density estimation (KDE). The number of points in a location is calculated, and a
larger value means a higher accumulation of clustered points. The kernel density mapping
in this paper applies the formulation as follows (x(i): data point, k: kernel function, h:
bandwidth) [51]:

f (x) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

K (
x− x(i)

h
) (1)

In QGIS, the quartic kernel function is utilized, whose equation is as follows
(d: distance):

K(u) =
15
16

(
1− d2

)2
(2)
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After calculation, the density maps (heatmaps) are produced, indicating the cluster of
historical activities of CIY and other photographers, as well as the modern tourists. Then,
based on the kernel value, a statistical tool (Zonal statistics in QGIS) is used to estimate the
distribution of historical photos in the study area (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Physical model of the SQL database. The table “Flickr_photos” and “Modern_photos” are
connected with the “Study_area” by their location in every county with a type of “N: M” relation.
Then, the “CIY_photos” and “Other photos (the photos byA. Marbotte, A. Marie, A. François,
Têtard René, and Busy Léon)” are related to the table of “Photographer” by name with the “1: N”
relation. The foreign key in each table is remarked in red frames.

2.3. Connect to GeoServer

GeoServer is an open-source WebGIS development platform, following the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard. It can be used to publish raster and vector data
in Web mode. Many data formats such as shapefile, PostGIS, Oracle Spatial, and Geotiff
are supported, which makes the publishing and sharing of spatial data easier and faster.
In GeoServer, working space, storage, and layers are combined to complete the deployment
of map data. Thus, users can edit, insert, delete, and update the geodata in different
browsers. Nowadays, GeoServer can connect data to virtual 3D models (Google Earth),
as well as to web maps such as OpenLayers, Leaflet, and Google Maps. In this paper,
the PostgreSQL (PostGIS) database is directly connected to the GeoServer, to upload all
the collected data on the WebGIS server [52]. The process and parameters are shown in
Figure 7.
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1 

 

 

Figure 6. Heatmap of the historical photos. The upper maps show the kernel density values of “Other photos”, “Flickr
photos” and “CIY photos”. Then, the lower maps show the mean kernel value in each county, which means a comparison of
the distribution of photos in the study area. Classified by the mood of Equal Count (Quantile), the counties are divided
into five classes. For the “Other photos”, Kunming, Yiliang, and Chenggong are with the highest kernel value; for “Flickr
photos”, Kunming, Yiliang and Huaning show the popularity of touristic activities; for “CIY photos”, Yiliang, Huaning,
and Mengzi emerged most frequently.
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2.4. Leaflet Web Map

Basically, for designing a webpage, HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is com-
bined with CSS (cascading style sheets) for rules to limit the display area and objects,
and JavaScript for designing the web functions. For programming the YVR interactive web
map, the Leaflet is introduced and utilized. Leaflet is a light, open, and efficient JavaScript
library for building web mapping applications. It supports the GeoJSON extension
(a standard format specially for representing simple geographical features) for the web-
pages. Thus, all the vector layers are converted to GeoJSON files for their publishing with
the help of QGIS [53]. Leaflet also owns abundant plugins, for example, the plugin of
Leaflet “Leaflet Panel Layers” is useful for switching on or off the layers. “Leaflet-graphic
scale” is the plugin for representing map scales graphically. The “Control Class” can also
be used to add lots of operational tools for maps, such as navigation, zooming, roaming,
layer control, and so on. After finishing these preparations, a Leaflet is created as an object
in the webpage filet. Finally, an interactive web map of YVR is fulfilled and available for
users through GitHub: https://vittoriosskk.github.io/Yunnan_Vietnam/.

https://vittoriosskk.github.io/Yunnan_Vietnam/
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3. Results

In conclusion, this paper figures out the process of using Open GIS for the visualization
of YVR related historical activities on a designed webpage. It first reviews the importance
of historical documents in various disciplines, especially the historical photos, which are of
great value in landscape and environmental research. At the same time, the introduction
of GIS in historical studies gave the birth of Historical GIS. With the help of Open GIS,
more possibilities are available to deal with spatial big data, confront the challenges of rapid
changes, and provide open geographic education for the public. In the project of Yunnan–
Vietnam Railway WebGIS, those collected historical photos are meaningful because of their
role in recording historical events, completing the written history, symbolizing the colonial
era, and as a part of cultural heritage.

Then, the methodology of Open GIS is discussed, which can be fulfilled along with the
PostgreSQL and PostGIS as geodatabase, QGIS as a toolset of spatial analysis, GeoServer
as the map server, and Leaflet as the JavaScript base. Based upon all the collected his-
torical photos by various historical photographers and fieldwork photos taken by the
authors, the Web map of YVR is designed and divided into five sections: title of the web
(Yunnan–Vietnam Railway Landscape), navigation with the related links (data source,
a brief introduction and about the authors), figures for showing the heatmap results (right
and left sections), the main content of the interactive map and the copyright (Figure 8).
For every single point on the web map, a photo is attached through online geotagging tools
(https://www.geoimgr.com). The geotagging of historical photos is based on their names,
and the titles recorded; and the modern photos are taken with a smartphone equipped
with GPS device. Thus, their geographic coordinates are automatically attached. Then,
the webpage has the basic functions of zoom in/out, the details of the locations of photo
sites, the useful tools for measuring the distance between two points, and the search engine
to find a specific place on the map. For the detail of every photo, its metadata includes
the title, date and time, longitude and latitude, altitude, camera mod, type of the photo
(modern or historical), author’s name, and its copyright (Figure 9). All the data of the
webpage was uploaded to the internet so that any user interested in the heritage and
landscape of YVR can download it and implement the full functionality of this webpage.
As a result, using this open WebGIS system, the user can easily view the data of YVR
heritages, including the historical photos, modern photos, and the metadata of these pho-
tos; the visitors can preview the landscape of the railway heritage sites, while gaining
knowledge by clicking these photos and browsing the information attached. The other
scholars can make better use of these historical photos for further studies by downloading
the metadata and output maps on the webpage.

Furthermore, the analyzed footprint of historical photographers is also uploaded into
the webpage as the findings of this paper. The result shows that, for the “Other photos”
(taken by three photographers), Kunming, Yiliang and Chenggong are with the highest
activity density; for “Flickr photos” of modern tourism, Kunming, Yiliang, and Huaning
show popularity in tourism; for “CIY photos” (taken by the railway company), Yiliang,
Huaning, and Mengzi are emerged most frequently. According to the output maps, a clear
difference in the mode of activities can be observed. The historical photographers’ foot-
prints mainly concentrated in the northernmost and southernmost counties of Yunnan
province, basically following the paths of modern tourism activities. However, the railway
company’s activity was mainly focused on the central parts of the province, compared
with the other photographic data. The reason for the difference between their activities still
needs further studies and discussions.

https://www.geoimgr.com
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4. Discussion

Exploring the multi-scale railway territories by relating the historical photos to the
data of the present-day environment brings a more in-depth understanding of the heritage
and tourism potential of the railway and the regeneration of historic landscape perception.
YVR is a historical railway relating to a huge number of spatial data and non-spatial
images. To show the current situation of railway sites and related landscape, the authors
use photography equipped with GPS to record the fieldwork along the YVR, then attach
and display them with the help of WebGIS. However, due to the limited accuracy of the
GPS device and the difficulties in accessing all the sites of YVR, the railway heritage and
landscape of YVR are partially recorded. Then, the historical photos from archives are
also protected for their copyrights. The authors have received the authorization from
the Archive of Mulhouse to use and publish them in this research. However, there are
lots of historical photos without any records to identify, which increased the difficulty
for the geotagging process. Some of the historical photos are geotagged according to the
distance information, but other locations are just estimated in GIS with lower accuracy.
The discussion of identification and localization of YVR historical photos can be another
research project, and the interpretation of the historical photos also needs more helps from
the local historians and other YVR experts.

Moreover, compared with the abundant historical records in Yunnan, historical data
are lacking within the Vietnamese section of YVR. The reason why the railway company
took only photos of the Yunnan section still needs to be discussed further. Because of the
language problem, the authors have visited only a few museums in Vietnam. The touristic
train in Vietnam only provides services during the night, which makes the data collec-
tion difficult in Vietnam. Future research needs more cooperation with local scholars to
systemize the Vietnamese documents and make them available for more international
scholars and studies. Fieldworks during the day is also necessary to survey and record the
landscapes along the trip in Vietnam.

At the same time, old maps and remote sensing images are also important types of
historical images, which are not included in this project. However, they contain more
information on the land use and land cover changes, as well as the mapping techniques
of our ancestors, such as old coordinate systems, the way of projection, and the map
representations. A combination of historical photos with historical maps will facilitate a
better understanding of historical landscape and activities. Thus, further fieldwork should
also collect more types of historical images from complementing each other. Especially for
YVR, there also remain many engineering manuscripts and drawings, which are important
materials to learn the French railway techniques from the early 20th century [54].

Moreover, to stimulate the public participation in the landscape observation in YVR,
the updating of data on the webpage is a significant issue related to the dynamic data
accuracy and effectiveness for further research. Some observers or tourists have already
visited the railway sites and uploaded their photographic works on social media. The foot-
prints of their published works are collected and analyzed by the authors from Flicker
to reflect the popularity of YVR sites among visitors. However, these photos cannot be
imported into the database due to the copyright problem. How to import more site photos
into the database to cover the whole study area for serving heritage tourism is a problem
waiting for solutions. The volunteered geographic information (VGI) and georeferenced
crowdsourcing are useful techniques to keep the data update timely and to connect with
the public who are interested in this project. For example, the special design of a YVR
mobile app will serve more users and tourists [55]. At the same time, they can voluntarily
connect and update the database with their cellphones while visiting the related YVR
sites. Moreover, the designed WebGIS page still needs evaluations of its usability from
the visitors and users, which will help to improve the design and implementation of the
WebGIS system.
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